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Led by upperclassmen, Impact 2016 welcomed freshmen to Harding with a throwback prom party in the cafeteria on Aug. 19. The Impact theme this year 
was "Live in the Moment, Life is the Moment," and included a community service project, a talent show and many other bonding activities. The hypnotist 
performance was canceled due to weather-related circumstances, but has been rescheduled for Sept. 30. 
A Year of 'Grace' 
McLarty invites students, faculty, alumni to join discussion of Wilberforce biography 
JAISA HOGUE 
news editor 
D r. Bruce McLarty has invited students, faculty and the entire Harding community 
to be part of a new program called Harding 
Read. McLarty chose the book "Amazing 
Grace: William Wilberforce and the Heroic 
Campaign to End Slavery"by Eric Metaxas 
to be featured as Harding's first-ever campus 
read. The program encourages students to 
read this book together and participate in 
a community conversation. 
"When I read the book, my mind would 
run from one department to another, thinking 
about all of the ways this book intersects 
with every area of campus," McLarty said. 
"A lot people who have read the book have 
said this is the perfect book. It just fits 
Harding, and at this time in history there 
couldn't have been a better book." 
Representatives of First Year Experience, 
the Brackett Library and the American 
Studies Institute (ASI) proposed the idea 
of a campus read to McLarty last semester. 
Kim Kirkman, associate executive director 
of ASI, had a hand in the creation of this 
program. 
"It just has so many different layers that 
it brings to the community," Kirkman said. 
"It's amazing because we sat in this office, 
kind of saying, 'What if?' and 'Could this 
happen?' and never imagined how big it 
would be today." 
Students new to Harding were introduced 
to the program during the Summer Stam-
pede sessions, where the Brackett Library 
handed out 965 copies of the book. 
The program offers many other ways 
to get involved besides reading the book, 
including an online discussion for alumni 
moderated by former Student Association 
presidents. Faculty and administration are 
incorporating the story into classrooms and 
chapel as well. OnJan.12, ''Amazing Grace" 
author Eric Metaxas will speak on campus 
during the American Studies Institute 
Distinguished Lecture Series. 
"This, for ASI, is forming a connection," 
Kirkman said. "Students can say, 'I've read 
this guy's book, now I want to go see him.' 
They can feel personally connected. It can 
bring in people who don't have the same 
major or interests or friend groups and will 
give us all one more thing in common." 
Senior Rebecca Mahle began reading 
"Amazing Grace" for class but said she 
would recommend everyone read it simply 
to be a part of the conversation. 
"I think it's really cool that our whole 
community is coming together and study-
ing something as important as what really 
happened with the slave trade," Mahle said. 
"I think those are really important conversa-
tions that we need to have and literature can 
do so much to foster those conversations." 
McLarty said there were several reasons 
that seemed to make this particular book a 
perfect fit for Harding, one being his own 
appreciation for missionary biographies. 
While he attended graduate school at 
Harding School of Theology, McLarty was 
asked by his professor to read a missionary 
biography. 
"My teacher told me that he has never 
gotten more positive impact on any assign-
ment as he gets on that one little thing: a 
missionary biography,"McLarty said. "I read 
one on William Carey, and William Carey 
has lived with me ever since." 
Another reason, McLarty said, that he 
chose the story of Wilberforce was because 
he was such a social reformer of his time 
and he, along with his allies, were motivated 
by faith. McLarty said he recognizes that 
students today seem to have a heart for 
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Chapel goers watch "Amazing Grace," the 2006 historical drama based on 
Eric Met axas' book "Amazing Grace: William Wilberforce and the Heroic 
Campaign to End Slavery," in the Benson Auditorium on Aug. 31. 
In this issue 
addressing social ills. But the final reason 
McLarty wanted to share this story with 
the student body was because of what it 
says about leadership. 
"(Wilberforce) was vilified during his life, 
and as we talk about him today we think of 
him as this wonderful hero,"McLarty said. 
"Yet during his lifetime, people said horrible 
things about him. What that would mean 
to a campus of leaders is that if you lead, 
you will be criticized." 
Kirkman said the most amazing thing 
about Wilberforce is that he made it his 
mission in life to stop the slave trade in the 
British Empire. 
"That is something that permeates through 
every department on campus. Whether you're 
in nursing or teaching or social work, you can 
see how one person can make a difference," 
Kirkman said. "Sometimes we feel so small 
and ineffective. Even though his name may 
not be well known, what happened and what 
he did is still known to this day." 
Over the summer break, McLarty took 
a trip to England to visit several sites that 
are significant to the life of W ilberforce. 
McLarty stood at Wilberforce's grave site, 
saw the grammar school he attended, read 
some of W ilberforce's handwritten journals 
and more. Upon his return to Harding, 
McLarty wrote and published a few blog 
posts on the Harding website. He shared 
the link on his lnstagram account and en-
couraged students to read about his search 
for Wilberforce. 
"I think it can potentially be a very 
unifying thing for campus. A big piece of 
shared experience that, years from now, 
(people will ask) were you on campus the 
year we focused on Wilberforce?" McLarty 
said. "I think that will be a real bond, going 
forward." 
· . ...... 
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Louisiana Families Rebuild After Floods 
GRAYSON PIERSHALE 
beat reporter 
her husband, Gary, recently traveled to 
' Walker to aid in relief efforts. 
In what the Red Cross has called 
the worst U.S. natural disaster since 
Hurricane Sandy in 2012, the recent 
Louisiana floods have changed the lives 
of countless men, women, and children 
who have at some point called the state 
"home." The impact of such an event can 
be felt in every community across the U.S., 
including Harding University. 
'Tm just devastated for my family," 
Wainwright said. "It's horrendous. It's 
heartbreaking. The road I grew up on is 
completely underwater." 
According to CNN, the state of Louisiana 
experienced almost seven trillion gallons of 
rainfall in one week. That's enough water 
to fill more than 10.4 million Olympic-
size swimming pools. 
In addition to faculty and staff, many 
students have been affected by the floods. 
Sophomore Jack Allen said he decided to 
forego being an Energy Group Leader at 
Student Impact this year to stay in his 
hometown of Baton Rouge and help with 
cleanup. 
nose to the ground and work, because 
the second that you take a step back and 
internalize everything, it's overwhelming," 
Allen said. "For people whose lives are 
now cleaning up and starting over, it's 
hard to understand from the outside how 
much work that takes and how much help 
is needed. It might seem like the time for 
help has already passed, but the fact of the 
matter is that the impact of this will be 
felt for a long time and there will always 
be work that needs to be done." 
the people of Louisiana in rebuilding. 
Graduate student Lydia McReynolds 
and senior Katie Finch, both Louisiana 
natives with friends and family displaced 
by the floods, raised over $2,000 during 
Student Impact for relief efforts. The 
money was sent to South Baton Rouge 
Church of Christ for distribution. 
"It's really important that the church 
is involved during this time to show that 
Christians help others, whether or not we 
know who you are," Finch said. "That's 
who we are, and that's who we're meant 
to be." 
Cindy Wainwright, a coordinator in 
Harding's Advancement Office, was born 
in Walker, Louisiana, and still has a great 
deal of family there. Many of her family 
members have been directly affected by 
the floods, such as her father, who had 
water up to the roof of his house. She and 
According to ABC News, thousands 
are still displaced and living with friends, 
family members or in shelters. Finch and McReynolds said they are 
still working with Harding on how the 
school might further help Louisiana. They 
encourage everyone to look for service 
opportunities. "You have to just keep your 
"The people of Louisiana are tired and 
they're ready for some help," Allen said. 
However, much is being done, both 
at Harding and elsewhere, to assist 
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Students help 
restore hope 
for convicts 
LINDSEY LEDFORD 
student writer 
After months of planning and 
construction, the University unveiled 
the completion of the Ganus Actl\rl.ties 
· Complex and neWlyrenOV'ated Hammon 
Student Center. 
The new two-story fitness center 
<.werlooks E:ast Park Street and will 
now be utilized for a variety of exercise 
. prqgrams and recreational activities.The 
student centerwas renovated to include 
the addition of a Panda Express and the 
~ansion of the existing Chick-fil-A. 
Vice President ofFmance and Chief 
Financial Officer Dr.Mel Sansom plays 
an integral role in thelinanc~ associated 
wi'ih campus construction. 
*We budgeted $SA million for the 
GAC, whkh.isall-inclu&ve,"Sansom said. 
.. We think it may come in around $5.6 
million. However, we are still captttting 
the cost and reviewing all the documents. 
(The Student Center ~an$i<.>A) was 
budgeted at $1.2 million." 
The GAC's multi-million dollar 
renovation features a two-story weight 
room, indoor running track, cycling 
room, game room, billiard room and 
divided volleyball and basketball courts. 
Dr: Stephen Burks, chair ofkinesiolo~ 
worked closely with architect Mike 
Steelman, Director of Recreation 
Tom Ritchie and Director of Special 
Projects David Kelly in order to create 
the renovation. 
Searcy 
KATIE MCDONNEL 
student writer 
:f!: 
Over the summer, Harding University 
experienced some major changes t<l' 
a few of its popular destin,ations. The 
additions arrived to campus amidst 
talks for growth within the greater 
Searcy community. 
'Ihe updates at Harding are making 
students like sophomore Sierra Heasley 
happier to stay on campusr but still 
wanting more from the surrounding 
community. 
"The updates on campus are great, 
but I always have to go to Little Rock 
if I want to get any shopping done 
t'.>r eat anywhere different," Heasley 
said. "Yeah, we have great b<>utiques 
and the same old restaurants, but that 
doesn't really give students anyvarlery;" 
Although progress on major im-
provements to the city have not been 
seen by the publk, Searcy Chamber 
of Commerce has been working pri-
vately with developers to expand what 
Searcy has to offer. Jn 2016, meetings 
began to discuss an opportunity for a 
shopping <:enter, and now those plans 
are coming t<> fruition . 
According to Buck Layne, president 
of the Searcy Regional Chamber of 
Commerce, everyone from students 
Harding 
"We got exactly what I envisioned," 
Burks said, "We. rriot:e than doubled 
our recreation space ... Ourweight 
and cardio classes will have a lot better 
equipment to work with." 
Senror Vice President Jim Carr said 
the renovation of the GAC exceeded 
his expectations. 
"The new renovation will allow 
our students to improve their physical 
well-being, while also assisting them in 
fostering friendships that will last them 
the rest of thejr lives," Cm said. 
Sophomore Frank Herbert plays 
defensive back for the Bisons. Hebert 
plans to use the GAC for basketball 
and ping pong. 
~GAC~uongiterst.ostudents 
well, "Hebert said. "'They have everything 
they need. It will most definitely get a 
lot of use from the students. It's already 
killing it,.every·day. all day;" 
The Hammon Student Center's 
.remodel enlarged Chick~Dl~A's kitdu~n, 
whkh has allowed the restaurant to of.fut 
more products on their menu, such as 
milkshakes.Acrordingto Sansom, Panda 
Express was highly requested by students 
when Harding conducted asurvey before 
construction planning began. s~som 
said he lo-ves how it turned out. 
Panda Express is open from 10:30 
a.m.~ 7 p.m.,-Monday through Thursdy 
and from 10:30 a.m.-3 p.m.on Friday. 
The GAC has extended hi'll.rs ',NJoncay 
through Friday,5:15 a.m.-11 p.rn. 
"We want to take care of our students," 
B~ said.~e tried to build something 
they would want and so far it has been 
well used." 
EVAN SWEAllNGEM I The Bison 
g;; Th mi 
to older citizens have been wanting not only more opportunities to spend, 
more shopping opportunities in our but to earn as well. 
comro,~ty; "We are just so thankful that our 
"Our thinking is that this is the city council has been so progressive 
beginning," Layne said. "1his is not and aggressive in this regard, because 
the end or where it's going to stop, it would have been really easy to say 
this is where it's going to start and no to this pr~ject due to the risk," 
as more companies see that we can Layne said. "!think our city council 
support these kind of companies, we is very visionary, they see the potential 
think that more will come. We are for this, and opportunity for future 
very excited about that." growth." 
The shopping center will be lo- The shopping center is not the only 
cated at the corner of Beebe Capps project in the works for the chamber 
Expresswa)'afid Janet Driv~just west of .i.:ommcm;e.L.ayne s-aid tfutfhe and 
of I -6 7, according to Layne. Several his team have been working on plans 
national retailers have negotiated for a water park that is due to open 
leases f<>.r locations in the shopping in the summer of2017. Race Street 
center, including Hobby Lobby, T.J. will continue to see changes, with a 
Maxx, Shoe Carnival and Petco. Ulta larger Sonic that will be located at the 
Beauty has suht:nit:red a letter qf bltept ..comer of Race and•Bentqn, t:epladrtg 
with a lease to follow. the old Wendy's. · l 
The shops are due to open in October While discussing the impact Harding 
2017,and in their fustthreemonths students make on the commerce of 
are projected to bring an estimated Searcy, Layne said, "(Harding students) 
$114, 956.25 back to Searcy. have a huge positive economic impact 
"Money is not just going out, it's on our community. You guys probably 
coming back too," Layne said. ''111at's can't tell the impact you make on our 
what the city has to take into consid· community because many of you go 
eration: What is their return on the back home dl.lring the summer. YQu 
public's inve$tment?" just ean)t imagine the change in the 
The roughly $30 million project tra.flic and tlte bus mess generated by 
will result in an addition of 250 jobs you guys. I can't say enough positive 
for the community, giving students things about you to our community." 
'·~-----------~---~~·--------------~--
MICHALIE BROWN 
student writer 
In the state of Arkansas, about 48 percent of convicts 
return to prison within three years after their sentence 
is complete, according to an Oct. 8, 2015 press release 
from the Arkansas Senate. Arkansas is one of the leading 
states in the country for recidivism and has over 5,000 
children in foster care. At Student Impact on Aug. 20, 
incoming freshmen and transfer students partnered 
with Restore Hope, an organization that targets these 
problems in order to verify local service providers as 
resources for ex-convicts. 
Restore Hope is a program endorsed by Arkansas 
Governor Asa Hutchinson as an alternative to solve 
problems of recidivism rates and the foster care epidemic. 
Instead of building more prisons and accepting the 
problem as it is, Hutchinson is looking to communities 
to offer solutions. 
Junior Quentin Parker and senior Madison Burks, 
service co-directors for Impact, organized the event to 
benefit The Good Grid, a web-based organization that 
serves as a resource database for ex-convicts. Incoming 
students were given sheets of paper with unverified 
contact information oflocal service providers and were 
asked to confirm the information. 
"The problem is if you get out of jail and you were 
going to try and go make something of your life and you 
tried calling the first three or four numbers and nothing 
was working, you would just give up," Burks said. "If 
someone can get connected in their community, then 
they can be active members of society and probably won't 
repeat the pattern of going into jail as likely as someone 
who tries and can't connect with anybody." 
Dr. Heath Carpenter, assistant professor of English 
and sponsor of the Roosevelt Institute, and Dr. Andrew 
Baker, director of the Mitchell Center, have joined Restore 
Hope as representatives for White County and hope to 
offer ways for the Harding community to get involved 
in this movement. 
"We were incredibly overwhelmed by the student 
response," Carpenter said. "They did everything and 
more than we asked. They were respectful, they were 
hard working, diligent, they went through it all." 
Students contacted and verified information for 
more than 6,000 service providers, over half of the total 
database. Carpenter said that representatives from The 
Good Grid were thrilled with the level of production. 
"It's not just some silly piece of paper that you're 
filling out," Burks said. "In the grand scheme of things, 
it's a really big deal." 
Thanks to the Impact staff and incoming freshmen 
and transfers, ex-convicts from all over the state will 
have access to convict-friendly job openings, counseling, 
housing, education and more, according to Parker. 
"At the end of the day, if we helped The Good Grid 
clean out their system and we also planted some seeds 
in the freshmen and new students to think of new 
ways to get involved in the community, then it's a win," 
Parker said. 
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Nisha Garimalla, creator of The Good Grid, assists 
a first-year student participating in the Impact 
service project on Aug. 20. Students helped The 
Good Grid verify local service providers as re-
sources for ex-convicts. 
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This school year, seek purpose • 
·.f!l.···· .. -
hannah j. mOON 
it's 
comp I icated noah watson 
guest 
writer 
Recently, our attention has turned to people striving toward a greater pur-
pose. We've seen hundreds of Olympians 
in Rio who trained for many hours with 
the intention of performing at the highest 
level. On the other hand, we have two 
political candidates vying for the White 
House with the goal of becoming the 
leader of the United States. 
No matter what our purposes are, they 
drive our actions. Purposes shape who 
we become. In 2 Corinthians, Paul says 
that since we have such great hope in 
Christ, we are "being transformed into 
his image with ever-increasing glory." 
When we take on Christ, our purposes 
begin to align with the purposes of the 
Spirit. We will no longer seek to please 
ourselves with worldly desires but begin 
to strive to fulfill the mission that Christ 
passed on to the church. 
Though we desire to seek God, we 
often find other purposes driving our lives. 
Whether through guilt, anger, materialism 
or personal happiness, we will never be 
fulfilled, nor will we be fulfilling God's 
desire for us. When we accept Christ's 
purpose, we spread his name throughout 
the earth, so that others will grow to love 
him as we do. 
Individually we all have a purpose 
that is part of the greater purpose of 
the church. How will you partake in the 
mission to which we have been called? 
Will you travel to remote lands and live 
among people completely unlike you? Will 
you go to the cities and proclaim him to 
those with whom you work? Wherever 
the Spirit calls you, go. 
In }.R.R. Tolkien's "The Lord of the 
Rings,"Frodo Baggins, the most unlikely 
person for the fate of the world to rest 
upon, receives the one ring. When he learns 
that the ring is pure evil and bound to the 
dark lord Sauron, he is distraught that he 
will bear the burden. Still, he knows he 
must take the ring. Frodo doesn't know 
how far he will go, nor is he aware of the 
journey ahead, but he knows his purpose is 
to take the road before him. Frodo knows 
his purpose is to bear the ring. 
Frodo said to Gandalf that he wishes 
the journey did not have to happen in his 
time. Gandalf replies, "So do all who live 
to see such times. But that is not for them 
to decide. All we have to decide is what to 
do with the time that is given us." 
In the same way, we may learn the 
purpose God has for us is nothing like 
what we had expected, but what will you 
do with the time he has given to you? Let 
us take the roads with purpose that God 
has set before us, knowing that he will carry 
us through even the most difficult times. 
Be ambassadors of God, be teachers of 
the word, be children of the heavenly king, 
be Christ in the darkness. Seek purpose. 
NOAH WATSON, Student 
Association president, 
is a guest writer for the Bison. 
He may be contacted at 
nwatson@harding.edu. 
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Learning to listen 
Opinions are like onions: They're flavorful and have many layers, but if you're not careful, they 
could make you cry. 
You'll soon learn this about me, but I am often 
devoid of direction, and I just live my life day to 
day. Sure, I can't function without my color-coated1 
hourly planner, but plans for the future scare me sot 
frequently just ignore them. For instance, I decided 
to go to Harding because I saw signs about it on 
my church youth bulletin board around the time 
of my high school graduation and thought, "Hey• I 
should probably go to college now, why not here?" 
I arrived not knowing one soul, but being the huge 
nerd I am, I honestly just wanted to learn the book 
stuffs. So I didn't really care. 
One thing nobody told me about college was 
that I would be learning more than just the book 
stuffs. This sounds really stupid, but I just recently 
learned how to talk to people. The secret? Acquiring 
the discipline it takes to know when to speak and 
when to shut your mouth, and realizing that your 
opinions are just that: opinions. 
People typically only consume the media that 
validates their ideals and ignore anything that con-
tradicts them. Your opinions are written in stone; 
cemented in concrete and granted special historical 
status. In conversations, any response is deemed 
an attack so you go on the defensive. You're now 
angry- and if you're anything like me, you'll cry 
when you get angry - and you now build a steel 
wall around the same exact belief system you had 
before, now completely indestructible. 
We don't have it all together and it is OK 
Look, I get it. I have an extreme number of 
opinions, some of which you'll see this year, and I'm 
very passionate about every single one of them. For 
instance, you'll immediatdy be my least favorite person 
if you dislike what is objectively the best comedy, 
Napoleon Dynamite. I completely understand the 
instinct to defend your convictions, but there comes 
a point when you need to take a step back. If you're 
really interested in having a productive conversation 
with someone, you need to learn how to listen. Ask 
questions about why they feel that way and how 
they came to that conclusion. 
sloan radford high to grasp at the sunbeams, morphing 
endlessly and cosmically to the rhythm 
of the spirit. Our comprehension of 
whether or not we're on track can evolve 
by the second; we are content wj.th our 
pace at one moment and overcome with 
stress the next. 
lives intact, see these as the deeper hues 
on the spectrum of.living. They color 
in the phases of life with tragic beauty, 
patience, understanding and wisdom, 
and by contrast make the golden and 
rose-tinted moments shine much more 
radiantly. Life is to be lived in each 
shade of the kaleidoscope of emotions, 
not without a grateful heart. Enjoy the 
good, learn from the bad and appreciate 
the ugly. No one is okay all the time. 
Stress is normal. It will pass. 
guest 
writer 
As a caffeine-automated, undeclared college student, I often feel com-
pletely in over my head. I don't have 
my future figured out. I miss a little too 
much chapel. I haven't met "the one." I 
question my faith. I'm scared I'll end up 
like my parents. I probably cry a little 
too much. I miss home. In no regard do 
I have mylife together. 
If you're like me, I apologize for this 
chaos. But life isn't color-coordinated 
schedules from birth to death, and life 
isn't static. Life changes rapidly like the 
needle of a seismograph, dipping low to 
the depths of the earth and then reaching 
Dine In or Take Out! 
Call Ahead for Faster SeMce 
701 E Race S1reet 
501-268-1288 
Try our famous Cuny, lumpia or Panc:iH 
Joshua Johnson 
editor-in-chief 
Savanna Distefano 
features editor 
Jaisa Hogue 
news editor 
Caleb Rowan 
sports editor 
Taylor Hodges 
asst. sports editor 
It's interesting to hear people talk 
about how life will be better after college, 
after they get a job, after they're married 
or after this one tough class, as if life 
will suddenly become brilliantly simple 
after they delve further in debt from a 
honeymoon or graduate school. Not that 
those goals aren't great to have, but chaos 
always arrives like an unwelcome guest. 
As our world is a cracked reflection of 
God's future plans for us, the hum of the 
earth is slightly out of tune. 
Disappointment, tragedy, stress, 
pressure, discrimination, worry, fear and 
the like will always linger in the dark 
corners of our lives. Rather than seeing 
these as symbols of a failure to keep our 
Eat Filipino •WH"Y 
day of the wee/cl 
MOO-Thurs 
11 am-8pm 
Fri - Sat 
11 am-9pm 
May the God of all peace, comfort, 
and confidence nurture and soothe your 
soul through this season, for he did not 
come to help us achieve something, but 
to love. 
SLOAN RADFORD is a guest writer 
for the Bison. She may be contacted 
at sradford@harding.edu. 
Sun 
11am-2pm 
Fmd us on FIRST COMMUNITY BANK 
~cebook --H'11ere community comes first. 
2401 W. Beebe Capps Expy. • 800 E. Beebe Capps Expy. • 2801 E. Race St. 
In addition, turn your "He/she/it is" statements 
into "I think that" or "I feel like" statements if you 
can't provide any statistical support, full Chicago 
style citations and a bibliography. For exaple, s,ay, 
"I think Napoleon Dynamite is the best comedy" 
instead of"Napoleon Dynamite is the best comedy." 
(See, I'm starting to take my own advice.) 
These are just some of the tricks that I've found 
helpful in showing genuine respect for the person 
you're talking to. It is less combative, and you'll 
walk away enriched and hopefully not angry-sad. 
Freshmen, this message is directly for you: Your 
beliefs will be challenged more than once in the 
next four years (or five, I'm not a fortune teller). 
That isn't a reflection of this college specifically it's 
just a symptom ofbeing exposed to lots of different 
people from a lot of different places. Not everyone 
will agree with you, guaranteed. Don't close off your 
mind to new ideas; just let them in. And just know 
that you won't come out on the other end the same 
person you are now. 
Upperclassmen, it's not too late to change the 
way you speak to people. Make the rest of your time 
here count and explore as many ideas as you can. 
It's OK to be unsure about some things. You have 
the rest of your life to make up your mind. 
I'm making a commitment right now to be as 
careful and kindhearted as possible about my opin-
ions this year (partially because they'll be published 
to the whole community). But I urge all of you to 
do the same. 
HANNAH J. MOORE is the opinions editor for 
the Bison. She may be contacted at 
hmoore@harding.edu. 
Twitter: hannahj_moore 
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Joshua Johnson 
same song, 
second verse 
More than you 
know 
I was blessed to spend my summer in New York City. As a Pennsylvania native, you 
can imagine the culture shock of moving 
from a small town in the Appalachians to 
a basement apartment just west of Times 
Square. It was an adventure - a season of 
opportunity. 
Unfortunately, the worst part of con-
cluding an adventure is looking back at the 
moments that slipped through your fingers. 
This story is about one of those missed 
opportunities. 
Every day I took the subway home from 
work. Every day, around 5:25 p.m., I walked 
out of the 42nd Street subway station. Every 
day I turned right toward Eighth Avenue, 
toward my apartment on West 43rd and 
Ninth. Every day I passed a man sitting 
cross-legged on the sidewalk, staring straight 
ahead. Every day I passed the man's dog, 
lying beside him, often with her head in 
her owner's lap. Every day I glanced at the 
man's cardboard sign, propped up against 
the wall beside him. Every day I read a bit 
more of his scribbled story. Scrawled in 
Sharpie were the words: "Help. I'm a Sandy 
victim. I lost everything, and I haven't been 
able to get back on my feet since. All I have 
is my dog Petra. If you can spare anything 
to feed us, we would appreciate it more 
than you know." 
Over the course of the summer, I gave the 
man a couple of dollars in change. It wasn't 
much, but I didn't have much to give. Every 
day, however, I wanted to stop. I wanted 
to learn his name and provide him with 
something more valuable than the nickels 
and dimes of the Times Square tourists. I 
wanted to give him friendship. At the very 
least, I wanted to be able to acknowledge 
him by name as I passed by. 
But every day I simply nodded, maybe 
dropped some change in his empty 7/11 
Big Gulp cup and moved along. 
As a storyteller, I wanted to know how 
and why he came to be where he is today. I 
wanted to know Petra's story, and I wanted 
to pet the head of a dog who clearly loves 
her owner more than a human could ever 
understand. I wanted to remind the man 
how lucky he was to have such a faithful 
companion - a friend who simply craves 
loyalty rather than comfort and treats. I 
wanted to know their story. But I missed 
my opportunity. 
I regret that more than you know. 
I encourage you to learn from my mistake. 
Talk to those in need. Sometimes we feel 
like, because we have no food or money 
to give, we can be of no assistance. But I 
don't think this is the case. Matthew 25 
reminds us that the "righteous will answer 
him, saying, 'Lord, when did we see you 
hungry and feed you, or thirsty and give 
you drink? And when did we see you a 
stranger and welcome you, or naked and 
clothe you? And when did we see you sick 
or in prison and visit you?' And the King 
will answer them, 'Truly, I say to you, as 
you did it to one of the least of these my 
brothers, you did it to me.m 
Sure, I may be a broke college student. 
Maybe you are as well. Yet we have so much 
to offer those around us. As storytellers, 
every moment we miss is one less chance 
to share one of the greatest gifts of all: the 
gift of listening. It is an inexpensive, yet 
invaluable gift to give another person. It 
is the chance to acknowledge a human life 
as being something inimitable, something 
absolutely original. We have the gift of 
validating their scars and their stories. We 
have the opportunity to preserve a legacy 
they may not even know exists. 
I want to encourage you this year to "do 
unto the least of these." Because you are a 
storyteller. You have a gift to give. 
You are capable of more than you know. 
JOSHUA JOHNSON is the editor-in-chief 
for the Bison. 
He may be contacted at 
jjohnson4@harding.edu. 
Twitter: joshjohnson146 
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Searcy summer sadness 
natalie e. smith 
asst. 
web 
editor 
T his summer was hard. I spent most of my days sleeping until noon and most 
of my nights lying awake, staring at the 
walls of my little room in the apartment at 
the back of the Grace Temple Fellowship 
Church. My roommates went to work 
while I stayed in bed, thinking about all 
the things I was not doing and the people 
I could not see. My friends around the 
country went on vacations, mission trips 
or worked professional internships, while 
I stayed in Searcy with no job, no money 
and no plans. 
I came out of last semester stressed, 
overworked and just plain sad. I had 
just returned from studying abroad, and 
while Searcy welcomed me back with 
its comfortable arms, everything felt so 
plain. I took on the heaviest workload 
I've had at Harding, and, on top of that, I 
performed in and helped direct in my club's 
Spring Sing show. All things considered, 
I spread myself too thin, and because of 
that, it was quite an undertaking to gather 
myself up again. 
So, that's what I did this summer. I 
gathered myself up. I really took care of 
myself for the first time in months. I paid 
attention to the things I wanted and needed. 
I took time to write. I treated myself to a 
medium "Woodsman" (rest in peace) from 
Midnight Oil nearly every day. I drove to 
Nashville to see my best friend when she 
got back from Latin America. I took time 
for me. In short, I was selfish, but I think 
being selfish is OK every once in a while. 
Having a selfish summer brought me 
out of the funk I fell into last semester. I 
became more comfortable in my own skin. 
I became more aware of how fortunate I 
am to have such wonderful friends who 
lend themselves so easily to being missed. 
I became a happier version of myself. Don't 
get me wrong, I'm not saying we should 
all shut down and stop the vacations, the 
mission trips and the internships; all of those 
things are so important for the upkeep of 
our lives. What I'm saying is this: You don't 
have to do those things to be fulfilled. It can 
be difficult not to measure your life by the 
standard of someone else's, but your story is 
a completely different book than theirs, and 
you're in a different chapter. 
If you didn't do a thing but learn to be a 
little kinder to your mother, or a little more 
aware of the happenings in the world around 
you, or a little bit better at Photoshop you 
had a successful summer. Small accomplish-
ments are still accomplishments that could 
start a snowball toward greater things; a 
better relationship with your parents, a new 
appreciation for other cultures, a photogra-
phy internship. Small steps must be taken 
in order to travel far, as cliche as that may 
be. Don't mourn the adventures you could 
have had if only you'd left your hometown, 
but think on the things you did accomplish, 
and I promise: you'll be glad you stayed put. 
NATALIE E. SMITH is the asst. 
web editor for the Bison. 
She can be contacted at 
nsmith12@harding.edu. 
Interested in writing a guest column? 
Contact Hannah J. Moore at hmoore@harding.edu. 
Every summer I escape the blistering heat of Arkansas to spend a couple of 
months in the blistering heat of Georgia. 
This year my trip was bookended by visits 
to two museums - both filled with vehi-
cles cooler than anything I will ever drive. 
On the way down south in June, I passed 
through Mississippi and stopped at the 
Tupelo Auto Museum, home to one of the 
largest private collections of vintage cars 
in the country. The 120,000-square-foot 
building is so huge that my house could 
fit in the Welcome Center with room 
left over for the postcard rack. 
The museum is home to 150 beau-
tifully-restored cars spanning over a 
century of automotive history. From an 
1880s Benz to a 1994 Dodge Viper, the 
collection charts the evolution of driving. 
It has rare cars like the famous 1948 
Tucker - only 50 were made before the 
company folded - and the pricey 1929 
Duesenberg. There is even a Lincoln 
that belonged to Elvis Presley. Since the 
collection is worth in excess of S6 million, 
it is in effect the most expensive parking 
lot in Mississippi. 
By contrast, the parking lot at the 
Tupelo Wal-Mart was pretty sad. Though 
I did spot a rare 1978 Ford Pinto near 
the Garden Center. 
On my way back to Searcy in August, I 
went to Birmingham and - for the sake 
of symmetry - stopped at the Barber 
Vintage Motorsports Museum. There 
I saw a collection of 1500 motorcycles, 
again covering a century of production. 
Naturally, the place was full of Harleys, 
Indians, Hondas, Yamahas and so forth, 
Vintage wheels 
mi cha el 
claxton 
all immaculately restored and displayed on 
five floors. There were World War II military 
bikes, as well as vehicles driven by motor-
sports legends. It was all overwhelming. 
Now, I didn't exactly break down in tears 
like the time I saw Roy Acuff's collection of 
hand-painted neckties in Nashville. In fact, I 
do not have the same emotional connection 
to motorcycles that many others do. I have 
been on that kind of bike exactly once in my 
life. I was probably 10 when I was offered 
a short ride on the back of a friend's three 
wheeler. As I recall, we made it up to speeds 
well over nine miles per hour. My memory 
is a little fuzzy on this - probably because 
of all of the vomiting - but I think I spent 
the entire ride begging my friend to slow 
down and promising God I'd reform if I 
ever got back to solid ground. I wasn't the 
most macho 10-year-old. 
And as I drove to and from these two 
museums this summer, I reflected on just 
how little had changed in the past three 
decades. I still have no taste for speed - no 
matter what the Parkin Police Department 
may claim. And I've been driving the same 
shabby Toyota for the past 17 years. It still 
runs fine, though in July, two more hubcaps 
and the passenger-side mirror fell off. That 
same week, a small skin tag dropped off my 
chin as well. So it's fitting that my Camry 
and I are falling apart together. Both of us 
may soon be patched up with duct tape. 
I mailed a postcard from the Tupelo 
Auto Museum to a friend and joked that 
they had asked me to consider donating 
my Toyota. He wrote back to suggest 
that if I did put my car in the museum, 
I should be sure to get out of it first. 
Of course he's right, but I can't help but 
think how fitting it would be for us both 
to go on display. My Camry- a relic from 
the late 90s that will soon crest 275,000 
miles - and me - a Luddite from the 
early 70s ill-at-ease in the tech-filled 21st 
century. In fact, it might be rather nice 
to spend my twilight years in a museum, 
perched behind the wheel of my beloved 
Toyota, hand-painted necktie flapping out 
the window, a stash of Werther's candy 
in the cup holder. 
I can picture a father taking his son 
through the collection, commenting on 
the exhibits: 
Dad: "Hey, look! I had one of those 
when I was young." 
Boy: "You mean the guy with silver 
tape on his face?" 
Dad: "No, son. The car. Except mine 
had more hubcaps." 
MICHAEL CLAXTON is a guest 
writer for the Bison. 
He can be contacted at 
mclaxto1@harding.edu. 
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Hurler 
on the 
Ditch 
SEC 
Preview 
For the next few months, 
college football. will take over the 
Saturday TV screen, and those 
of us who care will experience 
excitement and possibly some 
heartbreak (I'm a Hogs fan). 
Because Harding is in the 
South, here is a poor man's 
opinion on how the SEC 
football season will play out. 
SEC West 
1. Alabama - Head coach 
Nick Saban lost a load of 
talent to the NFL, but he 
still has Calvin Ridley and 
likely the best defense in the 
country. A question mark at 
the quarterback position didn't 
stop them last year, nor will it 
this year. 
2. Ole Miss-In a year of 
instability at the quarterback 
position in the SEC, the Reb-
els seem to be the exception 
with senior Chad Kelly. Early 
games against Florida State 
and Alabama will be crucial. 
3.LSU-While junior run-
ning back Leonard Fournette 
is a force, Brandon Harris 
has proven to be an average 
quarterback at best. The Tigers 
might again end the season 
with three losses. 
4. Arkansas - The defense 
will be vastly improved under 
Robb Smith, but the loss of 
Alex Collins, Brandon Allen 
and three starting linemen 
leaves the offense with a few 
questions. 
5. Texas A&M - Kevin 
Sumlin will ttyto avoid another 
8-5 season,butashakyoffensive 
line may make things difficult 
for transfer quarterback Trevor 
Knight. Two words: hot seat. 
6. Mississippi State - The 
offense will struggle against 
the juggernaut defenses of 
the SEC, but a bowl game is 
still probable. 
7.Aubum- No one knows 
who will play quarterback for 
the Tigers, but if last year is 
any indication, he will not be 
very good. 
SEC East 
l.Tennessee-Led by Jalen 
Hurd and an improved Josh 
Dobbs, the Vols will close out 
games that they couldn't a year 
ago, finally beat Florida and 
head to Atlanta. 
2. Florida - The defense 
could be as dominant as it was 
last season, and if Luke Del 
Rio matures early, the Gators 
will once again be better than 
expected. 
3. Georgia - Nick Chubb 
is back from a season-ending 
leg injury a year ago, but a true 
freshman will likely start at 
QB and the defensive front 
is also very young. 
4. Vanderbilt-The Com-
modores' defense was a top 25 
one last season and returns eight 
starters. A move toward the 
top of the division will depend 
on who steps up offensively. 
5. Kentucky- The Wildcats 
have the talent to surprise a 
few teams, but they are still 
a basketball school at heart. 
At least they aren't Missouri. 
6. South Carolina - Will 
Muschamp's debut season will 
probably not be pretty. On the 
bright side, the 2017 recruiting 
class is looking good. At least 
they aren't Missouri. 
7. Missouri - Drew Lock 
will try to save the offense, 
but there's not much hope in 
Columbia. 
CALEB ROWAN is the head 
sports editor for the Bison. 
He may be contacted at 
crowa n@harding.edu. 
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Senior linebacker Benjamin Shields, senior defensive lineman Arthur Akers and several other linemen prepare for a play during prac-
tice in First Security Stadium on Aug. 26. The Bisons play at home against Oklahoma Baptist University on Saturday, Sept. 3, at 6 p.m. 
Veteran Bisons ready for opening game 
Parish, defensive veterans lead charge in Huckeba's final season 
TAYLOR HODGES team," Huckeba said. "We the end of your season, so that "It 's amazing, because through the fourth quarter 
asst. sports editor have a very mature, veteran is critical for us .. . . If you're on the defensive side, we've has been key for the Bisons 
team coming back, and those able to develop depth, it gives never had that type of veteran during this offseason. 
The Harding Bison's guys worked really hard over you an edge as you progress leadership out of any year that 'When it comes down to it, 
football team is coming off the course of the summer to into the season." I've been here,"Biglow said. it's the little things that decide 
a 7-4 season last year, and prepare themselves." Both the offense and Biglow led the team in sacks the winning facor, "Biglow said 
into a season with many of Huckeba added how defense are bringing back last year, even after missing "Our coaches emphasize that a 
its old starters returning. One much the team was able to players from last year that the first three games of the lot. We have to make sure that 
key component of this year's accomplish during this year's could have an jmpact on season. The Bison's defense all the details are taken care of, 
team is the amount of depth fall camp, and how it is really this season. also led the conference in and this year we are definitely 
they added after last season, showing on the field during "We definitely have a lot total sacks last year with 33. doing that." 
according to head coach practice. of veteran guys coming back," "I feel like we have im- This will be the last season 
Ronnie Huckeba. One thing According to Huckeba, he senior quarterback Park Parish proved," Biglow said. "We for Huckeba as head coach.He 
that really stands out is the is really proud of the depth said. "That is going to be key now know what it takes to be has been the head coach for the 
veteran leadership returning the team will have this season for us this season. We have guys the best, and if we aren't, it's last nine seasons and has been 
for another season, which and looks forward to seeing all up and down the roster that going to be a disappointment." on the coaching staff for the 
showed throughout summer it on the field. could get in the game. " In the four losses from last last 30. Defensive coordinator 
practices and fall camp. "Having depth is critical," Senior defensive end Trevon year's season, and two of the Paul Simmons will succeed 
"I saw lots of highs and I Huckeba said. "Football is a Biglow said that he is very wins as well, the final score Huckeba next season. 
think that is a tribute to the rough game with wear and confident in what the team, was decided by eight points or The Bisons open their 
senior class and the upper tear on these guys. So it helps especially the defense, will fewer. Being able to maintain season Sept. 3 at home against 
classmen leadership on this you so much to be healthy at do this year. a high level of play all the way Oklahoma Baptist University. 
Lady Bisons look to repeat GAC title 
CALEB ROWAN 
sports editor 
Coming off of a Great American 
Conference (GAC) championship 
in 2015, Lady Bisons h ead coach 
Greg Harris said the women's soccer 
team feels confident heading into its 
season opener today against Missouri 
Western State University (MWSU). 
"They are talented and they know 
it, but they are also young and capable 
of making silly mistakes," Harris 
said. "We all know that, not just the 
coaches, but all of the players know 
that as well. We're kind ofin a place 
where we know we need to work, and 
that's a good place because they're 
not comfortable. They're confident, 
but they're not comfortable." 
The Lady Bisons return five All-
GAC players from last season and 
were picked to repeat as conference 
champions in the preseason poll. 
Junior Carley Stevens said the 
team learned a lot from last year's 
senior class. 
"It's hard going from being an 
underclassman to being an upperclass-
man and having to start stepping up 
and saying things to encourage and 
guide the rest of the team," Stevens 
said. "We had a lot of really outspoken 
seniors last year, so h aving people 
that participated on that team last 
year will be good." 
The Lady Bisons played in the 
NCAA Tournament last season for the 
first time since 2004, and, according 
to Harris, that contest was crucial 
to the growth of younger players. 
EVAN SWEARINGEN I The Bison 
Head coach Greg Harris looks on as the women's soccer team runs drills during practice on 
Aug. 29. The Lady Bisons are picked to finish first in the Great American Conference. 
"Even in that NCAA Tournament them achieve their goal of another 
game, a lot of those girls got minutes, GAC title. 
so they've been to the highest point "Mainly, we're trying to win confer-
that our program has been to and ence again," Smith said. "We do have 
have played in that kind of game," a lot of juniors and seniors, and even 
Harris said. "Nothing is new for sophomores that got playing time last 
them. They're experienced, they're year. One of the biggest challenges in 
seasoned, and they have proven it soccer is being able to play together 
in the offseason." as a team, so if you already have that 
Senior McKenna Smith, who connection, it makes things go a lot 
returned to the team this season more smoothly." 
after taking h er sophomore and Smith said that the team's focus 
junior years off, said that the Lady in practice has been defense. Harris 
Bisons' closeness as a team will help said that although his teams in the 
past have typically been stronger on 
defense than on offense, this year is 
an exception. 
"This team potentially is more 
advanced offensively than any other 
team I've had, but on the flip side, 
we are a little shaky defensively, and 
we're going to h ave to figure that 
out," Harris said. 
The Lady Bisons will play 
MWSU on Sept. 2, and Emporia 
State University on Sept. 4, both in 
Arkadelphia, Arkansas, as part of the 
MIAA/GAC Challenge. 
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Siblings bring competitive edge to golf teams 
CALEB ROWAN 
sports editor 
A pair of siblings will lead the way this 
fall for the men's and women's golf teams, 
each picked to finish seventh in the Great 
American Conference. After disappointing 
seasons last year, the Bisons and Lady Bi-
sons will look to rebound under head coach 
Dustin Howell. 
Senior Alex Williamson and younger 
brother, sophomore Ryan Williamson, are 
hoping the men's team can surpass expec-
tations in the upcoming season. 
"This year I think we will be one of the 
best golf teams in the conference, even 
though we were picked almost dead last," 
Alex Williamson said. "It's a new year, peo-
ple have gotten a little bit older, so I think 
we'll have six or seven guys who will really 
compete for a spot." 
After back-to-back second team All-GAC 
performances in his sophomore and junior 
seasons, Alex W illiamson chose to redshirt 
last year because of a shoulder injury. 
"I took last year off because of some 
shoulder pain that I thought I might need 
surgery for," Alex Williamson said. "(Last 
year's team) was a young team, with lots of 
freshmen and sophomores, so I figured we'd 
have the best chance to win." 
The brothers will compete together this 
season for the first time at the collegiate 
level, having played together previously 
at Baldwin High School in Jacksonville, 
Florida. According to Ryan Williamson, 
having his brother on the course will add 
to his already ambitious nature. 
EVAN SWEARINGEN I The Bison 
Sophomore Ryan Williamson and senior Alex Williamson, and freshman Carlee Freeman and senior CharlesAnn 
Freeman open their seasons next week with the Harding University golf teams. 
"Every time we play, it's always compet-
itive," Ryan Williamson said. "It's good to 
have that brotherly competition, as well as 
among teammates." 
On the women's team, senior CharlesAnn 
Freeman and younger sister, freshman Carlee 
Freeman, will also play together for the 
first time since high school. CharlesAnn 
Freeman, the Lady Bisons' only senior, said 
she is looking forward to stepping into her 
role as a leader with her sister at her side. 
"When we played together in high 
school, we had so much fun," CharlesAnn 
Freeman said. "When I was a senior and 
(Carlee) was a freshman at Cooper (High 
School), we were a super close team, and 
we played well that year. The thing I can 
do now is lead the team in encouragement 
and just know from past experience that 
the more we are together, the better we do." 
The Lady Bisons will rely on several 
underclassmen this season, including Carlee 
Freeman, who said she is excited about 
coming in with a strong group of freshmen. 
'Tm ready to just learn how college 
Volleyball looks for 
hot start in Texas 
CLAIRE PATTON 
head web editor 
The women's volleyball team will 
begin their season on Sept. 2 against 
Lubbock Christian University at 
Texas Woman's University in the 
Hilton Garden Inn Classic. 
things quickly. 
"This year we're putting on the 
finishing touches and perfecting 
everything (from last year) and 
being able to step up as a team," 
senior middle blocker Sara Smith 
said. "We have talked about our 
goals and having that big picture 
in mind in everything that we do." 
golf works and get to know my teammates 
better," Carlee Freeman said. "The courses 
are going to be longer and it's going to be 
harder, but I think this new class is going 
to help a lot." 
About her sister, Carlee Freeman said 
that having her there for moral support will 
give her an advantage. 
"Sometimes it's hard to know what to 
say when (a teammate) has a bad round, 
but (CharlesAnn) knows me and knows 
what to say in those situations," Carlee 
Freeman said. 
As for Alex Williamson, he said that 
while playing with his younger brother is 
exciting, it also amplifies his nerves. 
"It's fun, but stressful, because I worry 
about my own game and I worry about his 
game just as much," Alex Williamson said. 
Still, Ryan Williamson said his broth-
er has the edge between the two on the 
two on the course, even if it isn't always a 
result of skill. 
"He is (the better player) right now," 
Ryan Williamson said. "He hits some pretty 
miraculous shots - it's called 'Alex-luck.'" 
The men's team will begin its season on 
Sept. 10 in Axtell, Nebraska. The women's 
team will play on Sept. 5 at the Central 
Region Fall Preview in Olathe, Kansas. 
"(Last season) was a lot of 
newness and transition," coach 
Meredith Fear said. "It was a lot 
of new people learning our system 
and getting used to each other. .. 
I think the group is responding 
really well this season and they 
have come back very motivated." 
Smith added that one of their 
biggest goals is to play well and 
win Conference. 
The Lady Bisons have added 
one freshman, Alex Nolan, and 
one junior transfer, Selena Foster, 
to the roster this year. 
Winning the Great American 
championship is something that 
Fear says is feasable. 
The Lady Bisons will go to 
Arkadelphia, Arkansas, to play 
Henderson State University 
on Sept. 13 before returning to 
begin their games at home. The 
first home game will be Sept. 17 
against Missouri Southern State 
University. 
"Last year, we didn't have a great 
start, and I think that stunted us a 
little bit from the beginning,"Fear 
said. "So getting a better start in our 
first two tournaments over these 
next two weekends is going to be 
important to have that confidence 
roll into conference play." · 
Fear said that this year has gone 
smoothly, and that the team was 
able to jump into more difficult 
"Everyone has been really 
welcoming,"Nolan said. "It's very 
homey - we're all like a family." 
"It's something (the girls) want 
and are willing to work for, but 
they know that they've got to put 
in a lot of hard work and they're 
willing to do it." 
Ray Davis Reggie Anthony RachelHeussner Jeremy Rector 
Our Athletes' Views 
Football Basketball Volleyball Soccer 
on Pop Culture 
ues~ioms 
Me and three friends Traveling to Playing in the Dunbar Spending time 
Vacation to the 
What was your favorite thing drove an RV to Cedar Nebraska to Summer League in Little on the beach on 
Grand Cayman 
Rock with current and Islands with the you did this summer? Point in Ohio. visit family. former Bisons. Lake Michigan. family. 
What is your favorite flavor 
Cookies and cream, Definitely vanilla, 
Mint chocolate but cookie dough is but strawberry Chocolate Chip Chocolate Chip 
of ice cream? chip. slowly making its way is a close second. Cookie Dough. Cookie Dough. 
on my list. 
Where is your favorite summer Anywhere with Orlando, Florida. 
vacation destination? The beach. you (ladies) or I'm a big fan of Lake Michigan. California. 
Puerto Rico. amusement parks. 
What was your favorite Olympic Ping pong I'm like a shark Synchronized Definitely 
sport to watch this summer? in the water! Gymnastics. and gymnastics. 
Swimming. 
swimming. gymnastics! 
J 
Working in 
Washington 
SAVANNA DISTEFANO 
features editor 
Each summer morning, junior 
mechanical engineering major, 
Emily Sheffield dressed in busi-
ness attire and left her temporary 
District of Columbia dorm room 
for meetings with government 
officials. 
sponsor, the American Society of 
Mechanical Engineers (ASME). 
"The manufacturing image is 
pretty negative," Sheffield said. 
"People think that it is a dark, dirty 
and dangerous sort of occupation, 
(but it is) turning away from that 
and becoming highly automated 
and computerized, super clean 
(and) super high-tech." 
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Sheffield interned with 12 other 
engineering students across the U.S. 
for the Washington Internship for 
Students of Engineering, a program 
based in the District for students 
to discover policy and government 
involvement in engineering. Each 
student was sponsored by a differ-
ent organization and was asked to 
write a final 40-page paper on a 
specific issue. 
"I applied on a whim," Sheffield 
said. "I didn't think someone from 
a small Arkansas college would 
get it." 
Sheffield said she attended sev-
eral meetings per week, including 
sessions with a chairman of the 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
(U.SNRC) and a round-table 
discussion with Rep. French Hill, 
Arkansas' 2nd Congressional 
District. The interns also met 
in the Eisenhower Executive 
Office Building and the Japanese 
Embassy. 
Sheffield said through her en-
gagement with National Institute 
of Standards and Technology, she 
was the only intern to attend the 
SelectUSA Investment Summit, 
which is the highest profile event 
that promotes foreign direct in-
vestment, according to SelectUSA 
Summit. 
Junior Emily Sheffield was an intern for the Washington Internship for Students in District of 
Columbia during the summer. Sheffield met with various District officials to write a 40-pa-
paper regarding the image of manufacturing in K-12 education. 
the student chapter of ASME at .. . I am thrilled for (Sheffield) 
Harding, said internships give stu- that she was awarded this highly 
dents guidance and opportunities prestigious internship." 
in real-world experiences. Sheffield said the nine weeks Over the course of nine weeks, 
Sheffield interviewed and learned 
from congressmen, White House 
staff, lawyers and lobbyists con-
cerning the image of manufac-
turing in K-12 education for her Dr. Brad Miller, director of 
"Manycompanieshiringengineers spent in the District felt intense, 
from college look for graduates but the work encouraged her to 
with engineering internship ex- challenge herself in order to excel 
perience," Miller said. "The WISE in her future career. Sheffield's final 
internships are very prestigious paper is published atwise_intern.oi:g. 
"(Engineering) is a verymal.e-dom-
inated field, and so I think this 
internship helped me know that 
I have skills that are appreciated," 
Sheffield said. "I need to be wµting 
to put myself out there and talk 
to those people and I have just as 
much to give, so that helped tne 
come out of my shell." 
Welcome to the 
AUDRA SHUMAKER 
student writer 
The Brackett Library is offering a new 
program to help inform freshmen of the 
resources the library has to offer. Personal 
librarians will help new students with class 
assignments, find quality sources and en-
courage their academic success. 
Lisa Fuller, student success librarian, 
attended a conference this past summer 
exposing her to this new resource. Fuller said 
she hopes to make the Brackett Library more 
accessible for the students and dissolve any 
fears a student might have about the library. 
According to Fuller, Harding librarians un-
derstand starting college can be overwhelming 
and want to offer their assistance. 
"We want people to know we are here 
and we want to help," Fuller said. 
The librarians decided to test the new pro-
gram this school year. The Harding freshman 
class was divided into groups by major and 
a librarian of that same field was assigned 
to them. E ach librarian has an average of 
150 students ready to help, according to 
Fuller. The freshman class was informed of 
this new system by a number of emails from 
their personal librarian and again when they 
came to the library for orientation. 
How may we assist you? 
Jean Waldrop, library director, gave the 
incoming students a short survey and dis-
covered that most students rarely used or 
had never used their high school libraries. 
Many students claimed they did not know 
what the library had to offer. Waldrop said 
she wants the students to be successful and 
learn all the available library resources. 
"My hope is that I would to get to know 
some of the students on a one-to-one basis 
because I think that is the best way to teach," 
Waldrop said. 
Waldrop said she wants to follow up with 
the progress of students she is helping and 
continue to encourage them. Waldrop said 
the ultimate goal of the new resource is for 
student§.to use the skills learned ~om their 
' personal librarian to imp~~ their school work. 
Freshman Brock O 'Neal said that he 
did not know about the program but that it 
was something that he would want to learn 
more about. 
"The library is a little bit intimidating 
and I'm not used to libraries," O'Neal said . 
O'Neal said he is open to the idea 
and wants to know how to use the library 
resources effectively. Freshmen were given 
tours of the library and with the help of the 
personal librarian, they can use the libraty 
to its full potential. 
Communications and Marketing receives new VP 
Jana Rucker makes new changes to the Office of University Communications and Marketing 
AMANDA FLOYD I The Bison 
Vice President of the Office of University Communications and Marketing Jana 
Rucker works with Tom Buterbaugh, assistant director of the Office of University 
Communications and Marketing. Rucker began working for Harding this year. 
GRANT STEWART 
asst. copy editor 
At the start of the 2016-
2017 school year, Harding 
University welcomed Jana 
Rucker as the new Vice 
President of the Office of 
University Communications 
and Marketing. Rucker 
transferred to Harding 
from SatCom Direc t , 
where she served as senior 
director of global brand 
and marketing. 
Rucker said she is ex-
cited to join Harding's 
team and knows there is 
a great deal of branding 
groundwork to exp and 
upon and polish. Her first 
major change in office was 
to refine the name of the 
office from D epartment 
of Public Relations to 
Department of Commu-
nications and Marketing 
in order to better display 
its primary fun ctions. the area she leads." 
Rucker said she wants McLarty said that the 
to push the unification new office presents potential 
of Harding's brand. for brand promoting. He 
"Everyone at Harding also commended Rucker 
is responsible for market- for her love for kingdom 
ing,"Rucker said. "Every work and the Hard ing 
department has something mission. 
different to offer, but they "Harding has an in-
can overlap." credible story," McLarty 
Rucker described the said. "I believe Rucker is 
office as image-conscious going to be a great leader 
as it presents Harding to in helping us to move into 
the public. David Crouch, that area in ways we have 
former director of public never done before." 
relations , said Rucker Rucker said doingwotk 
will bring unique skills for the kingdom as a career. 
to Harding. is a dream come true. She 
"(President Bruce) said she keeps a plaque 
M cLarty was looking for engraved with Ephesians 
an individual who had the 3:20 in her office, a verse 
communication skills and which defines glory ih 
marketing background to work as hard work ahd 
serve as a vice president the ability to surpass basic 
on his cabinet t eam," requirements. Rucker said 
Crouch said. "Under her she believes in going be)und 
leadership, I think th e her duties to make Harding 
future is very bright for University a better place. 
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'Suicide Squad' falls far short .of the hype 
Even Jared Leto cannot redeem DC's projected supervillain blockbuster 
GARRETT HOWARD 
lifestyle editor 
When the world needs a defense against 
unstoppable threats in the absence of Su-
perman, an expendable team of supervillains 
is put together in secret. That team is the 
Suicide Squad: a disposable unit of assets 
from Belle Reeve Penitentiary used in high-
stake missions for the U.S. government. 
Comprised of notorious DC Comics 
scoundrels Deadshot, Harley Qi.inn, Killer 
Croc, El Diablo and Captain Boomerang, 
the Suicide Squad is commissioned by 
government official Amanda Waller to 
secure a high-profile mark in the middle 
of a supernatural disaster in exchange for 
shorter prison sentences, so long as no one 
steps out of line. 
"Suicide Squad" (rated PG-13) is written 
and directed by David Ayer ("Fury"), and was 
expected to be the savior of the DC Expanded 
Universe (DCEU) after the divisive backlash 
of"Batman v Superman: Dawn of Justice." 
Although Ayer's supervillain team-up film 
is better than "Batman v Superman," it is 
only slightly so, and makes many mistakes 
that plague both comic book movies and 
generic summer blockbusters. 
Will Smith (Deadshot),Margot Robbie 
(Harley Q!linn) and Jay Hernandez (El 
Diablo) capture their respective villains 
nicely, but the rest of the cast is reduced to 
one-note cliches. Certain characters, like 
Harley Quinn and Captain Boomerang, 
make inexplicable choices purely for the 
sake of the plot, while characters like Killer 
Croc and Enchantress are unintentionally 
hilarious in the worst ways possible. 
Batman and the Joker briefly cameo in 
"Suicide Squad." Ben Affleck and Jared 
Leto perform well with what little they are 
given, but it is impossible to justify their 
existence in the film. The removal of these 
characters would have no impact on the 
plot, and neither of them are ever defined 
as the comic book legends they are, it is as 
if Ayer simply added them in for credibility. 
The film tries and fails miserably at 
establishing a coherent tone. El Diablo's 
dark reflections on murdering his family 
are inappropriately suffixed with jokes about 
Killer Croc's appearance that fall flat. 
The nauseating neon aesthetic showcased 
in the trailers never makes an appearance, 
and is instead replaced by the muddled grey 
of an empty city adorned with the "blue light 
in the sky doomsday device" seen in every 
other superpowered team-up film. 
In addition, the squad is never depicted 
as the unstoppable, uniquely individualized 
unit they were made out to be, nor are they 
shown as qualified to take on the city-leveling 
monstrosity they inevitably overcome. The 
entire conception of the Suicide Squad stems 
from the question of, "What if Superman 
tore off the roof of the White House and 
stole the president?"What ifhe did, "Sui-
cide Squad?" What good would a sniper, a 
scaly fellow and a Hot Topic reject with a 
baseball bat do against the Man of Steel? 
Ultimately, "Suicide Squad" is a minis-
cule step forward for the DCEU, in that 
it is simply a bad movie as opposed to an 
offensive ruination of character and film. 
Its plot is muddled and its players are 
weak, despite the online novels written in 
defense of its "fun characters" - which are 
apparently the only components necessary 
to make a good movie. Perhaps the worst 
part about "Suicide Squad" is simply the 
wasted potential. Warner Bros. aimed for 
"Guardians of the Galaxy" and wound up 
with "Fantastic Four." 
What you need to know about Pokemon GO 
LIBBIE TURNER 
asst. pr/marketing 
On July 6, Niantic and 
Nintendo released the highly 
anticipated Pokemon Go! App, 
and freshman Easton Ashmore 
celebrated alongside the rest 
of the gaming world. Playing 
Pokemon Go, an interactive 
gaming app designed for 
smart phones, quickly became 
Ashmore's favorite pastime. The 
Searcy native spent upwards 
of five hours a day playing 
the game. However, it wasn't 
until he stumbled upon a 
third-party ranking site that 
he realized how his hours of 
playingwerepayingoffDuring 
July, Ashmore held the title 
ofNo.1 player in the state of 
Arkansas. The site has since 
been removed, but Ashmore 
remains in the top 5,000 
players worldwide according 
to online site Pokeadvisor. 
com. During the school year, 
Ashmore plans to keep his 
game-play under control by 
deleting the app during the 
week and re-downloading it 
on the weekend. To the right, 
you'll see some tips he shared 
to help other players improve 
their Poke-prowess. 
'Stranger Things'is 
the strangest of things 
ELI ANDREWS 
student writer 
Like it or not, it's hard to deny that 
the film and TV industries arc becoming 
increasingly unoriginal. Whether it be 
an adaptation of a young adult novel or a 
remake of an old television program, film 
producers and studio executives seem to 
have run out of good ideas. And despite 
this summer's lackluster movie lineup 
(which was full of unnecessary sequels and 
re-hashings of twenty-year old movies}, 
we still watch them, and some of us may 
even enjoy them. However, it's hard not 
to feel like we have exchanged the wonder 
of cinema for guilty pleasure flicks put 
together purely for profit. 
And then a show like "Stranger Things" 
comes along. 
Barely a month out of the gate, "Stranger 
Things" has received acclaim across the 
globe, with fans and critics alike praising 
its structure, well- developed characters, 
and throwbacks to 1980s culture. This 
phenomenon has spread to students and 
teachers alike. 
"I think it's a really fun show," senior 
Grayson Piershale said. "It was well-written 
and the otherworldly aspects of it really 
make it intriguing. It seems to me that the 
show doesn't rely on its references to '80s 
subculture, but uses them to enhance its 
own plot, which I appreciated." 
The show also speaks to the critics, people 
who not only study movies but also analyze 
the stories they tell. Assistant professor of 
English, Dr. Heath Carpenter, notes the 
archetypes the show repeats from older 
movies and TV shows. 
"I think it's kind of kitschy," Carpenter 
said. "If you watch this show, and then 
watch an old Steven Spielberg movie like 
'E.T.,' the similarities are uncanny. The 
archetypes are a group of kids going on 
an adventure and a human or alien with 
strange abilities. It 's interesting to watch 
even just as a showcase of archetypes. For 
lack of a better word, it's Spielbergian." 
However, Carpenter does not think 
"Stranger Things" is a game-changer among 
television shows. 
"I don't think it's anything revolutionary 
in storytelling or filmmaking," Carpenter 
said. "Certainly fun to watch, and more 
than a little bit of throwback, but that's all." 
This seems to be the general consensus 
among other critics as well, including 
Arkansas Democrat Gazette film critic 
Phillip Martin. 
Martin said he thought the show was 
"If you watch this 
show, and then watch 
old Steven Spielberg 
movies like 'E.T.', the 
similarities are uncanny 
... (Stranger Things) 
is interesting to watch 
even just as a showcase 
of archetypes. For lack 
of a better word, it's 
Spielbergian." 
- Heath Carpenter, 
professor of English 
fun and well- made, but not especially 
important. However, he also found it 
very interesting to see how pop culture 
reverberates across different generations. 
Martin believes some of the biggest fans 
of "Stranger Things" were alive in 1983, 
with many younger fans introduced to 
'80s culture by their parents. 
It is clear, however, that the '80s cultural 
references are just some of the many com-
ponents to which "Stranger Things" owes 
its rave reviews. But will the show be able 
to keep its acclaim? A second season has 
been greenlit; it seems we will find out 
soon enough. 
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Harding Hoarders 
hoard all the things 
ALEX PETTY 
student writer 
It's an unfortunate truth about college: you 
will overpack. While some of us can admit 
to bringing along a few odd belongings to 
school, most of us have learned that in a 
cramped dorm room, less is more. 
There are those among us, however, who 
have not learned how to live in moderation. 
They arrive at school with bags, totes and 
tubs filled to the brim with useless objects 
and force their parents to carry them up three 
flights of stairs and into their new dorm rooms. 
These people are, of course, freshmen. 
We can't fault them; we've all done it. 
We've all taken that last glance around our 
bedrooms before heading off to school and 
spotted something that we decided might 
actually be useful in our new college life -
only to realize later that what we brought 
was completely unnecessary. 
However, some freshmen take their 
compulsive packing to the next 
level. These people are what we 
call the Harding Hoarders. 
On today's episode we 
meet three freshmen: 
Rachel McCurry, 
Kendalyn Pierson, 
and Madaline Jones. 
Fust up is Rachel 
McCurry, who, in 
her haste to pack for 
school, brought along 
a full-sized corn hole game. 
"I thought maybe it would be fun to play in 
the hall if we ever get bored," McCurry said. 
The game was a gift from her brother, 
who made the corn hole platforms himself 
However, those in Rachel's dorm will have to 
wait before the corn hole tournament begins. 
"I don't have the bean bags," McCurry 
said, "They're coming in the mail." 
Next we have Kendalyn Pierson. Among 
the many useless treasures Pierson brought, 
she's the most concerned about what to do 
with her inflatable couch. The couch, which 
neatly fits into a small bag, was meant to be 
used for lounging on the front lawn. However, 
Pierson said she's run into a small problem 
with this special piece of furniture. 
"I can barely blow it up," Pierson said. 
"What am I going to do with it now?" 
Finally, we have Madaline Jones. 
Jones has a close relationship with her 
dog, Coco, so when she came to Harding 
she decided to bring along something to 
remember her precious pup by: a framed 
portrait of Coco, painted by Jones'friend.The 
portrait sits on Jones' desk as a daily reminder 
of the dog she left at home. 
"Harding said I couldn't actually bring 
my dog to college," Jones said. "A painting 
of her was the next best thing." 
So, to all you upperclassmen who know 
future Harding students: Please advise them 
to put some serious thought into what they 
pack, or they might end up on the next edition 
of Harding Hoarders. 
